We use theoretical modeling to investigate the effect of polarization fields and non-radiative Auger recombination on the efficiency-droop and green-gap problems of polar and nonpolar nitride light-emitting diodes. The dependence of radiative and nonradiative recombination rates on electron-hole wave-function overlap is analyzed. Device designs that minimize the polarization fields lead to higher efficiency, not because the internal quantum efficiency is improved at a given carrier density but because they can be operated at a lower carrier density for a given current density. The wider adoption of nitride light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for lighting 1 is hampered by the efficiency reduction, also known as droop, that these devices exhibit at high injected current. 2 This efficiency droop is more pronounced for longer wavelength devices ("green-gap" problem). Several mechanisms have been proposed as the cause of the efficiency droop, such as Auger recombination, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] carrier leakage, 11, 12 and defects. 13, 14 Auger recombination (AR), an intrinsic three-particle non-radiative carrier recombination process, is of particular concern because it is challenging to address. AR was first suggested after photoluminescence experiments demonstrated efficiency droop under optical excitation in bulk InGaN (Ref.
3) and subsequently confirmed in bulk GaN. 15 Theoretical investigations found that direct AR in the nitrides is weak, [16] [17] [18] but indirect AR (assisted by alloy and phonon scattering) agrees with experiment and is the likely cause of the droop. 10 Many of the studies on AR focused on bulk materials. 3, 7, 10, 17, 18 In contrast, the active region of devices consists of thin quantum wells (QWs), which may strongly modify the recombination rates. In particular, polar devices exhibit strong polarization fields in the active region which impede the efficient recombination of electrons and holes. To understand the impact of AR in devices, it is important to consider the effect of these polarization fields.
In this work, we use Schr€ odinger-Poisson calculations to investigate the effect of polarization fields in nitride QWs on the carrier recombination rates and the efficiency of nitride LEDs (Fig. 1) . We show that both the efficiency-droop and green-gap problems can be attributed to the combined effect of non-radiative AR and the spatial separation of electrons and holes by the polarization fields in the active region. Our results show that engineering approaches aimed at suppressing the polarization fields are a promising solution to improving the high-power efficiency of commercial LEDs.
A straightforward solution to limit AR in LEDs is to increase the volume of the active region, which has already been shown to improve the LED efficiency. Increasing the active volume, e.g., by growing thicker QWs 4 or using more of them, 5 reduces the steady-state carrier density and decreases the fraction of carriers that recombine via AR. This strategy has its limitations, however. InGaN QWs are strained and thus their width is limited by the critical thickness after which dislocations start to appear. 19 Moreover, under polar growth conditions, the strain induces large internal piezoelectric fields in the active region, which spatially separate electrons and holes and reduce the efficiency. 20 Increasing the QW thickness exacerbates this spatial separation and reduces the efficiency. On the other hand, holes are not efficiently injected in multi-QW structures and occupy only the first few QWs adjacent to the p-side.
5,21 Adding QWs therefore yields only a limited increase in efficiency.
The internal electric fields in polar nitride layers are due to spontaneous as well as piezoelectric polarization. 20 The reduced electron-hole overlap leads to a lower recombination rate and increases the steady-state carrier density in the active region at a given current density, leading to decreased device efficiency. This is because the fraction of carriers that recombine via AR, which scales with the third power of the carrier density [Cn 3 , Fig. 1(b) ], increases compared to radiative recombination, which only scales with the density squared (Bn 2 ). Polarization fields are stronger in longer- (2012) wavelength devices because the lattice mismatch between GaN and InGaN increases for higher In content. This picture has been demonstrated experimentally for a series of polar LEDs of various wavelengths in Ref. 22 and motivated work on the suppression of the polarization fields.
To investigate the effect of polarization fields on the carrier recombination rates and the internal quantum efficiency (IQE), we calculated the electron-hole wave-function overlap for polar and nonpolar QW structures of varying In content. Schr€ odinger-Poisson calculations were carried out using the SIMULED package. 23 The simulated device structure consists of n-type GaN (200 nm Fig. 1(b) . Two cases were examined: zero bias and 3.5 V bias. The latter describes electrical carrier injection, while the former is intended to be representative of optical excitation. Formally, zero bias corresponds to short-circuit conditions. Optical excitation for open-circuit LEDs has been shown to generate a photobias 24 with a value between zero and 3.5 V, which depends on the sample-dependent conductivity of the adjacent LED layers. Results we obtained for a 2 V photobias were qualitatively similar to the zero-bias case since the photobias only partially compensates the junction field. The current density is determined by the recombination rate, which is equal to the carrier injection rate at steady state.
The values of the A, B, and C coefficients are all affected by the polarization fields. We now show that these coefficients are all proportional to the square of the overlap F cv between the electron (w c ) and hole (w v ) wave functions:
The radiative coefficient is proportional to the overlap squared, B ¼ B 0 jF cv j 2 , because the radiative recombination rate is proportional to the square of the matrix element of the electron-photon coupling Hamiltonian between electron and hole wave functions (we note that Ref. 22 incorrectly assumed the dependence to be linear).
The Auger coefficient also turns out to be proportional to the wave-function overlap squared, 
are composite band and k-point indices, and d xy enforces momentum conservation in the xy plane. Since the energy transferred to the hot carrier by AR is comparable to the band gap of the QW material [ Fig. 1(b) ] and exceeds the quantum barriers, the wave function of the excited state is extended and its envelope function is constant. Therefore, the quadruple overlap integral reduces to a triple overlap of electron and hole wave functions. It turns out, as shown in Fig. 2 , that the values of the triple overlap integrals, F ccv ¼ ffiffiffi ffi w p Ð w c ðzÞw c ðzÞw v ðzÞdz and similarly for F cvv , are very similar to the electron-hole overlap and show the same dependence on In content for both growth directions. This is because the wave function of the third carrier overlaps completely with the wave function of the corresponding recombining carrier. In particular, the values of the triple overlap for hole-hole-electron AR, which has been shown to dominate in the nitrides, 10 are almost identical to the electronhole overlap. Since AR is proportional to the matrix elements squared, the coefficient increases with the square of the electron-hole overlap C ¼ C 0 jF cv j 2 . This argument should also hold for indirect AR.
We also argue that the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) coefficient depends on the wave-function overlap squared,
The recombination rate via a deep level is proportional to the square of the product of the overlaps of the electron and hole wave functions with that of the defect. Since the wave function of a deep level is localized within a few bond lengths around the defect, the recombination rate via a specific defect turns out to be proportional to the electron-hole overlap squared at the defect position. Since the defects that give rise to SRH occur randomly throughout the active region, the overall SRH rate turns out to be proportional to the square of the overlap of the electron-hole wave functions throughout the entire active region, A ¼ A 0 jF cv j 2 . A rigorous proof of this argument requires specific details about the defects and the sample. There is also experimental 10 and would qualitatively produce the same conclusions. Moreover, although the value of the C 0 coefficient was obtained for bulk InGaN, we expect it to be similar in QWs of both polar and nonpolar orientation. This is because AR in the nitrides is a short-range scattering process with a characteristic length on the order of the lattice constant, 10 and therefore C 0 is not strongly affected in a heterostructure.
The simulated IQE curves (Fig. 3) display the improved efficiency of nonpolar devices. The c-plane device exhibits the efficiency-droop and green-gap problems at both zero bias [ Fig. 3(a) ] and 3.5 V bias [ Fig. 3(b) ], i.e., under both optical excitation and electrical injection. On the other hand, the m-plane device shows efficiency droop that improves with increasing In content at zero bias [ Fig. 3(c) ], while for electrical injection [ Fig. 3(d) ], droop is significantly suppressed and the efficiency is almost independent of the emission wavelength.
We elucidate the behavior of the IQE by examining the wave-function overlap as a function of In content and voltage. For c-plane, the polarization fields keep the electron and hole wave functions at opposite ends of the QW both under zero [ Fig. 4(a) ] and 3.5 V bias [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Moreover, increasing In concentrations in the QW enhance the strain and piezoelectric fields and further reduce the overlap [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], deteriorating the device efficiency.
The IQE for the nonpolar QW exhibits much better behavior. Under zero bias, the electron and hole wave functions are kept apart by the junction field [ Fig. 4(c) ]. As the In content increases, the QW confines electrons and holes more effectively and the higher dielectric constant reduces the electric field in the well; these effects combine to improve the droop behavior at longer wavelengths [Figs. 3(c) and 2(c)]. The free carriers generate a counteracting screening field that we have not explicitly addressed in our simulations. This field (estimated to be less than 0.05 V/nm for carrier densities of 10 19 cm À3 ) would partially cancel out the junction field (on the order of 0.1 V/nm), increase the carrier overlap, and improve the IQE at high carrier densities compared to our unscreened estimates. Nevertheless, the IQE behavior in Fig. 3(c) remains qualitatively correct. A finite (3.5 V) applied bias creates flat-band conditions [ Fig. 4(d) ] and the resulting overlaps approach 100% [ Fig. 2(d) ], independent of In content. This increases the value of all carrierrecombination coefficients (A, B, and C), which are proportional to the square of the overlap, jFj 2 . Since the IQE is a ratio of recombination rates, it is independent of the wavefunction overlap and therefore has the same value both for the polar and the nonpolar LED for fixed n. However, the radiated power at a given n is higher for the nonpolar device because the increased overlap enhances the B coefficient. In other words, for a given injected current density, the operating carrier density is lower in the nonpolar LED (because carriers recombine faster), and this increases the IQE. This conclusion was previously reached experimentally for polar LEDs with varying In content and hence polarization fields. 22 Our simulation results verify this picture and explain how the enhanced wave-function overlap of nonpolar devices significantly improves the high-power efficiency for all emission wavelengths [ Fig. 3(d) ].
Device designs that suppress the polarization fields in the QW will alleviate the droop and green-gap problems. Semipolar and nonpolar growths have already yielded devices with superior performance. [25] [26] [27] A different approach to minimize the polarization fields in polar devices is by engineering the quantum barriers. Quaternary AlGaInN barriers have been shown to improve the efficiency, an effect that was attributed to reduced electron leakage from the active region. 28 However, an additional reason may be the reduced polarization charges at the QW-barrier interfaces which enhance the electron-hole overlap in polarization-matched structures.
In summary, we have presented an analysis of internal quantum efficiency in nitride QW LEDs that highlights the non-obvious interplay between polarization fields and recombination rates. Reducing polarization fields increases electron-hole overlap, which increases not only the radiative recombination rate but also the nonradiative rates, all by the same factor. The improvements due to nonpolar or semipolar growth or polarization engineering are therefore attributable to the ability to operate at lower carrier densities.
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